In this paper, the Mean Area is adopted to express the corresponding triangular fuzzy number. So the Mean Area Measurement Method is used to solve multiple attribute decision making with attribute values within triangular fuzzy numbers.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making is characterized by a decision maker, who is called to rank all the alternatives as well as select the best. In many situations, attribute values are given in the form of triangular fuzzy number. So far a lot of research has been done to it, see [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this paper, firstly we use Mean Area to express the corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers. 
M is degraded into a real number, as in [1, 3, 4] . Triangular fuzzy numbers can express uncertain information very well. For some [ 
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So we can use Mean Area to express the corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers. Secondly in this paper the Mean Area Measurement Method is used to solve multiple attribute decision making with attribute values within triangular fuzzy numbers according toWWA algorithm.
Decision Making Steps
Step 
Step 3 Obtain
according to the importance of each attribute, and here we adopt WWA algorithm to get overall value for each alternative 12 1 ( ) ( , , , )
Step 4 Rank the alternatives and select the best by () i z  .
Illustrative Example
Consider the following example. We will evaluate four departments u : Satisfaction degree of students And the evaluating results are shown in Table 1 with attribution values in the form of triangular fuzzy numbers, where Teaching level, Research level and Satisfaction degree of students are benefit attributes, and Operating cost is cost attribute. Which department is the best. [4] Step 1 Replace each attribute value of triangular fuzzy number of [ , , ] l m u M a a a  in the original decision matrix in Table 1 with its Mean Area and get the matrix composed by the Mean Area,
